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Master Bathroom

DESIGNER: SHARON L. SHERMAN, THYME & PLACE DESIGN, WYCKOFF
PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF PETER RYMWID
Working with the master bathroom’s existing tile and cabinetry, Sharon L.
Sherman, owner of Thyme & Place Design, designed an elegant master bathroom
retreat inspired by her favorite beach destinations. “The colors of the ocean and
sparkle of sunlight and sea glass seen in the Hamptons, Spring Lake and Hilton Head
Island guided my design,” explains the designer.
“For me, water and nature are constant sources of inspiration,” says Sherman,
whose “sand and sea” color palette is reflected in the rich blue of the console, the
subtle grasscloth texture of the wallpaper, the shimmer of Samuel & Sons’ mercury
glass beads on the valances, and the warm brushed brass details on the Persian
lamb-upholstered bench and chandelier. “Art is all around,” she says. “The collection
of silkscreen prints, called ‘People Watching,’ reflect what we all do at the beach.
Watching kids splashing in the waves, couples strolling along the water’s edge. Being
in this space transports you away from your daily routine to a special place.”

Master Bedroom

DESIGNER: MICHAEL MARIOTTI, MICHAEL MARIOTTI INTERIOR DESIGN,
HAWORTH AND NEW YORK CITY
PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF WING WONG
The master bedroom offered interior designer Michael Mariotti the opportunity to
implement fresh design elements. “The soothing and classic blue palette combined with a
blend of warm metals and a unique selection of contemporary abstract lighting and furniture
transform the space into a fashionable haven, envisioned for a trendy young couple,” he
says. “I wanted this room to feel tranquil and sophisticated, yet youthful and alive.”
Ideal for a bedroom with a deep tray ceiling, the modern canopy bed features an
upholstered headboard in iridescent shagreen in warmer shades of blue. “The stacked
horizontal upholstered bed panels draw the eye up, emphasizing the importance of
height in the space,” says Mariotti.
Striped drapery panels with alternating bands of inky navy blue, warm silver and white pair
perfectly, “creating a substantial elegant window dressing without being overpowering,” says
the designer. Matching chests flank the bed, visually expanding the width of the sleeping area.
Though the room exudes sophistication, it never feels stuffy, thanks to playful features like
an animal hide area rug with pops of metallic silver and American Brass and Crystal’s freeform
Magro Collection pendant, custom-finished in brushed brass.
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